AGENDA

MARCH 26, 2008
10:00 A.M.

ROOM 421  LEGISLATIVE OFFICE BUILDING

• REMARKS BY CO-CHAIRS

• APPROVAL OF MINUTES – FEBRUARY 20, 2008 MEETING

• UPDATE ON SHORT SESSION PROJECTS ---- JOHN TURCOTTE

• OVERVIEW OF STATE PERSONNEL REVIEW AND INFORMATION REQUESTED BY COMMITTEE FEBRUARY 20, 2008 ---- JOHN TURCOTTE

1. STATE EMPLOYEES IN NC COMPARED TO OTHER STATES -- JOHN TURCOTTE

2. CAREER BANDING – LYNN FREEMAN, OSP

3. (A) OSP RESPONSE TO FOX LAWSON REPORT ON CAREER BANDING – THOM WRIGHT, OSP

   (B) OSP RESPONSE TO OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE QUESTIONS – THOM WRIGHT, OSP

4. BEACON REPORTING CAPABILITIES ---- ROBERT POWELL, OSC

   GWEN CANADY, OSC

5. RETIREMENT SYSTEM RESPONSE TO SIX-MONTH SEPARATION - (HANDOUT ONLY)

6. DR. JAMES C. FOX, PH.D. – AVAILABLE FOR CLARIFICATION OF THE REPORT ON THE STATE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT AND CAREER BANDING IN THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

• OTHER BUSINESS